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Pioneering New Territory in Clinical Design

BLENDING CLINICAL FUNCTION AND AESTHETIC DESIGN

LARGE OPENING ARTWORKS

®

The Large Opening Artworks allows multiple medical gases and electrical services to be discretely hidden
behind a moveable picture or panel. The picture or panel moves vertically to completely reveal the
ergonomically placed medical gases and electrical services.
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Applications
LDR/Post Partum
Patient Rooms
Outpatient Surgery
Center

Product Features
1

34” wide

2

Frame slides vertically to give nurses
immediate access to medical gases,
electrical services and equipment
management

3

Custom designed to meet clinical
and aesthetic needs

4

A built-in LED light automatically
illuminates the interior when the
artwork is raised to its open position

5

Requires a 10” stud wall

6

The Large Opening Artworks will
contribute to any interior design
scheme
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Clinical Benefits
Immediate access to medical gases
and electrical services while
providing an attractive way to
conceal the services
Nurses can easily and quickly
position all equipment
Increased size offers additional
flexibility and allows additional room
for equipment and storage
management
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RECESSED MOUNTED ARTWORKS

®

The Recessed Mounted Artworks allows movement in 4 directions: up, down, horizontal and angular.
Providing ergonomically placed medical gases, electrical services and equipment management, the
Recessed Mounted Artworks will contribute to any interior design scheme.

Applications
LDR/Post Partum
Patient Rooms
Outpatient Surgery
Center

2

Product Features

1

3

1

Custom designed to meet clinical and
aesthetic needs

2

Frame slides easily to give nurses
immediate access to medical
equipment

3

Available with 3 or 5 gas outlets

4

Available as single-sided to serve one
patient room or double-sided to serve
two adjacent rooms

5

The Recessed Mounted Artworks will
contribute to any interior design
scheme

Clinical Benefits
Immediate access to medical gases
and electrical services while providing
an attractive way to conceal the
services
Nurses can easily and quickly position
all equipment
Optional Deep Artworks®: Available
in single-sided recessed mounted
models, the Deep Artworks provides
maximum storage capabilities. Built in
with a six inch stud, this product has
the capacity to store a vacuum bottle
as well as other patient room needs.
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ARTWORKS

WHAT WE DO
Modular Services Company is a custom medical products design company with the ability to create, manufacture
and service all of our unique products: Medical Headwalls, Fixed and Rotating Columns, Moveable Boom Systems,
Critical Care Carts, Bed Dockers and more. With each of our products, we unite clinical function with innovative
design to generate product solutions that increase productivity for the nursing staff, the architect and even the
contractor. Ultimately, we help nurses provide care with greater efficiency. Modular Services Company is pioneering
new territory in clinical design.

To view ArtWorks® CAD drawings, installation instructions and
specifications, please visit www.modularservices.com.

Optional Flush Mounted Design
Framed print moves vertically allowing easy
access to medical gas outlets. Simply move
the framed print to the open position and
attach standard flowmeters or vacuum
regulators. Remove flowmeters and regulators
to return framed print to the closed position.
Available with 3 or 5 gas outlets; single or
double-sided.
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